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1 Introduction

Sinusoidal modeling is a popular approach to the analysis of digital audio signals in which the signal
is decomposed into component sinusoids, noise, and (optionally) transients. The resulting separated
components can then be used in a variety of applications, including audio coding, audio effects
processing such as time-scale modification and pitch shifting, and machine listening. In many of
these applications, treating the sinusoidal and noise components independently can produce better
results than treating them as a single entity, and the components can easily be recombined after
processing or transmission to obtain the final signal. The analysis process for building such a
model involves detecting and extracting sinusoids from the original signal. The result is a list of
component sinusoids (”peaks”) with their frequency, magnitude1, and phase parameters or a list
of peak ”tracks” which are sinusoids that are continuous across frame boundaries, in addition to
a residual signal containing noise and transients which can then itself be modeled or processed as
desired. There are many different ways in which this analysis can be performed, some of which
are discussed in [2] and [3], and this paper will focus on an approach which uses a Short-Time
Fourier Transform to perform frame-by-frame analysis where, in each frame, sinusoids are detected
at particular frequencies and their magnitudes and phases are estimated in an iterative approach.

The frequency, magnitude, and phase estimation is based on the Complex Spectral Phase Evo-
lution (CSPE) method [5] which estimates the high-resolution (not restricted to an integer bin
number) instantaneous frequency of sinusoids in a signal. Once the frequency of a sinusoid has been
estimated, this method determines the corresponding magnitude and phase for this sinusoid from
the spectrum of the signal by assuming that all energy in the bin closest to the sinusoid comes from
that sinusoid alone. If that is the case, then the energy in this closest frequency bin is determined
by the convolution of the spectrum of the analysis window used with a delta function located at the
high-resolution frequency. Therefore, knowledge of the analysis window’s spectrum can be used to
compute the estimated sinusoidal magnitude and phase from the original signal’s spectrum. We will
refer to this process of determining the peak magnitude and phase as ”remapping”. A more complex
remapping procedure is also possible for very low-frequency sinusoids, where the interaction between
the positive and negative frequencies can pollute the estimates [4].

Figure 1: Superimposed spectra of two sinusoids with similar frequencies
1For consistency, we will attempt to refer to time domain amplitude and frequency domain magnitude, but with

the proper scaling these quantities are equivalent, so the ”magnitude” and ”amplitude” of a peak can be considered
to be the same thing.
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Like most sinusoidal detection and modeling approaches, this algorithm gives excellent results
when the signal-to-noise ratio is high and sinusoids are well-separated in frequency. However, it
has inherent limitations in its ability to accurately determine the correct amplitude and phase for a
given sinusoid in the presence of significant amounts of noise or when sinusoidal components are not
well-separated. In those cases, the assumption made above that all energy in the closest frequency
bin to a peak comes from that peak alone is violated. For example, figure 1 shows the superimposed
spectra of two sinusoids spaced one bin apart in frequency, each windowed with a Hanning window.
It is clear in this case that if the two sinusoids were to be added together in the same signal, the
energy of each sinusoid would bleed into the other such that a significant component of the energy
in bin 40 would be from the sinusoid with frequency 41 and vice-versa. The result is corrupted
phase information and magnitude values which are typically larger than those of the true underlying
sinusoids.

In such cases, the frequency estimates can also be inaccurate, so ideally after the peak detection
and estimation process all three parameters of each sinusoid would be jointly optimized to compen-
sate for these errors, using the initial estimates as initial values for the optimization. The optimal
values of the parameters would be those that result in the closest ”fit” to the original signal, using
a Mean Squared Error (MSE) criterion which attempts to minimize the power of the final residual
and penalizes outliers so that a flatter residual is preferred. As an example, consider the case where
a sinusoid’s magnitude was overestimated in the original analysis process. Although the residual
signal may be zero in the bin closest to the extracted sinusoid’s frequency (meaning no MSE con-
tribution from that bin), the extracted sinusoid also had sidelobes which, when removed from the
original signal, reduced the energy in surrounding bins. If the magnitude was overestimated, then
too much energy was removed from these surrounding bins, which would have increased the error in
those bins. Minimizing the MSE across the spectrum should reduce the overestimate by finding a
balanced amount of energy to remove and/or add across the spectrum.

If this joint parameter optimization problem could be formulated as a convex problem, then a
reasonably efficient solution could be computed, perhaps in real time or close to it. While I have
so far been unable to formulate this original three-parameter problem as a convex optimization
problem, a simplified two-parameter version in which the frequency of each sinusoid is considered
fixed and only the magnitude and phase are modified can be reformulated as a convex problem using a
change of variables. This paper will describe this reformulation, discuss the merits of several possible
implementation approaches, and compare the results of the analysis process with and without this
two-parameter optimization.

2 Joint Amplitude and Phase Remapping

Because we are using MSE as our error criterion, Parseval’s theorem guarantees that the MSE of the
residual in the time domain and in the frequency domain will be identical. For simplicity, we will
therefore assume in the remainder of this paper that MSE is being computed using the time domain
residual. We can then define an N-sample time-domain signal c and the estimate ĉ of c, consisting
of a sum of K sinusoids with angular frequencies ω, amplitudes A2, and initial phases φ. The nth

sample of ĉ is then given by the equation:

ĉn =
K∑
k=1

Ak cos(ωkn+ φk) (1)

Assuming that the frequencies of the sinusoids have already been identified and are fixed, the problem
of finding the optimal amplitudes and phases for these sinusoids such that the mean squared error

2Generally this paper will follow the convention that capital letters represent matrices and lower-case letters vectors,
but in this case capital A is used to represent the vector of sinusoidal amplitudes to avoid confusion with later use of
lower-case a
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(MSE) of the residual is minimized can be expressed as

minimize
A,φ

||ĉ− c||22

subject to A � 0
(2)

where we force the amplitude of each sinusoid to be non-negative for consistency. In its current
form, this objective function and the problem itself are both convex as a function of the sinusoidal
amplitudes A but are not convex as a function of the sinusoidal phases φ.

2.1 Proof of convexity as a function of amplitude

To prove that this objective function is convex as a function of the sinusoidal amplitudes Ak we can
show that ĉ is linear in A = [A1A2 . . . Ak]T . Using equation (1), we can write

ĉ =



K∑
k=1

Ak cos(φk)

K∑
k=1

Ak cos(ωk + φk)

K∑
k=1

Ak cos(2ωk + φk)

...
K∑
k=1

Ak cos((N − 1)ωk + φk)



= FA (3)

Where

F =


cos(φ1) cos(φ2) . . . cos(φk)
cos(ω1 + φ1) cos(ω2 + φ2) . . . cos(ωk + φk)
cos(2ω1 + φ1) cos(2ω2 + φ2) . . . cos(2ωk + φk)
...

...
. . .

...
cos((N − 1)ω1 + φ1) cos((N − 1)ω2 + φ2) . . . cos((N − 1)ωk + φk)

 (4)

and all of the elements of F are constants because the angular frequency ω and phase φ are fixed.
Then the objective function

||ĉ− c||22
is convex because it is the composition of a norm with an affine function.

2.2 Counter-example for convexity as a function of phase

It is easy to demonstrate that problem (2) is not convex as a function of phase using a counter-
example. Figure 2 shows two plots of MSE vs. phase estimate for a single sinusoid. The sinusoid
used to generate the plot in figure 2(a) had an initial phase of 0 radians. You can see that for an
estimate of zero, the MSE is zero. Similarly, for figure 2(b), the original signal was a sinusoid with
initial phase of π2 radians and the error function is zero when the phase estimate is equal to π

2 . From
these two plots, we can see that the error function has the shape of one period of a sinusoid, and
while this error function may be quasiconvex for a ”true” initial phase value of zero, it is not convex
for any initial phase value.
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(a) True phase = 0 (b) True phase = π
2

Figure 2: MSE as a function of estimated phase

2.3 Reformulation as a convex optimization problem

Even though it is not convex in its original form, with a change of variables, the optimization problem
(2) can be formulated as a convex optimization problem as follows. First, we define ϕk = φk + π/2
and rewrite equation (1) as

ĉn =
K∑
k=1

Ak sin(ωkn+ ϕk)

=
K∑
k=1

Ak(sin(ωkn) cos(ϕk) + cos(ωkn) sin(ϕk)) (5)

Now we define the following change of variables:

ϕk = tan−1

(
bk
ak

)
so that

cosϕk =
ak√
a2
k + b2k

and sinϕk =
bk√
a2
k + b2k

Equation (5) can then be written as

ĉn =
K∑
k=1

Ak(sin(ωkn)
ak√
a2
k + b2k

+ cos(ωkn)
bk√
a2
k + b2k

)

=
K∑
k=1

Ak√
a2
k + b2k

(ak sin(ωkn) + bk cos(ωkn)) (6)

Now we define
xk =

akAk√
a2
k + b2k

and yk =
bkAk√
a2
k + b2k
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And write equation (6) as

ĉn =
K∑
k=1

(xk sin(ωkn) + yk cos(ωkn))

=
K∑
k=1

xk sin(ωkn) +
K∑
k=1

yk cos(ωkn) (7)

We can now write

ĉ =



K∑
k=1

xk sin(0)

K∑
k=1

xk sin(ωk)

K∑
k=1

xk sin(2ωk)

...
K∑
k=1

xk sin((N − 1)ωk)



+



K∑
k=1

yk cos(0)

K∑
k=1

yk cos(ωk)

K∑
k=1

yk cos(2ωk)

...
K∑
k=1

yk cos((N − 1)ωk)



(8)

which is equivalent to
ĉ = Ax+By (9)

where

A =


sin(0) sin(0) . . . sin(0)
sin(ω1) sin(ω2) . . . sin(ωk)
sin(2ω1) sin(2ω2) . . . sin(2ωk)
...

...
. . .

...
sin((N − 1)ω1) sin((N − 1)ω2) . . . sin((N − 1)ωk)

 (10)

and

B =


cos(0) cos(0) . . . cos(0)
cos(ω1) cos(ω2) . . . cos(ωk)
cos(2ω1) cos(2ω2) . . . cos(2ωk)
...

...
. . .

...
cos((N − 1)ω1) cos((N − 1)ω2) . . . cos((N − 1)ωk)

 (11)

and x and y are vectors of length K. Now equation (2) can be rewritten as

minimize
x,y

||Ax+By − c||22 (12)

with x and y the optimization variables. This can then be simplified to an unconstrained linear

least-squares problem 3 by letting A =
[
A B

]
and x =

[
x
y

]
:

minimize
x

||Ax− c||22 (13)

3Analyses of the merits and statistical properties of this kind of least-squares approach for estimating either the
amplitude of complex exponentials or the amplitude and phase of real sinusoids are examined in [7] and [6], respectively,
but I was unable to find any references to such an approach actually being used in real audio applications.
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Problem (13) is clearly convex, and once a solution is obtained, the solution to the original
optimization problem (2) consisting of sinusoidal amplitudes and phases can be computed with the
following simple transformations:

φk = tan−1

(
yk
xk

)
− π

2
(14)

Ak =
√
x2
k + y2

k (15)

Under this formulation, the Ak’s are always guaranteed to be positive. Therefore, the explicit
constraint A � 0 in problem (2) is now implicit in problem (13).

3 Implementation

This project builds on my existing code base for sinusoidal modeling implemented entirely in MAT-
LAB4. The software is highly modularized and controlled by XML parameter configuration files,
making it possible to experiment with multiple approaches to the optimization problem described
above and compare the modeling results both with and without the optimization without breaking
existing functionality.

The analysis process is shown in figure 3. A frame of audio is analyzed in an iterative fashion,
with initial estimates of frequency, magnitude, and phase made for each sinusoidal peak that is
extracted. At each iteration, a set number of peaks is estimated and removed from the original
signal to create a residual signal from which the remainder of the peaks are estimated. After the
desired number of peaks have been extracted, the magnitude and phase parameters of the estimated
peaks can be optimized so that the power of the residual signal is minimized. This optimization
can be performed in multiple ways, and the following sections will describe the advantages and
disadvantages of several different approaches.

Figure 3: Peak analysis and optimization

3.1 Least-Squares

Using MATLAB’s backslash operator, we can compute an analytical solution to the least-squares
problem (13) as

x = A \ c;

An analytical solution to the optimization problem is appealing, since it suggests a more efficient
and consistent computation time compared to iterative approaches which may take large numbers of
iterations to converge to a reasonable solution in some cases and few iterations in others. In addition,
by definition the analytical solution is guaranteed to give the mathematically optimal value for the
vector x. However, I found that even with simple test signals, the sinusoidal magnitudes produced
by this approach were often beyond the range of values which could correspond to real-world signals

4MATLAB Release R2008b, Student Version, by The MathWorks, Inc.
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(sometimes several orders of magnitude out of range). I hadn’t expected this to happen, but in
retrospect it seems obvious that if the analysis identifies a sinusoid with a frequency that is not
actually present in the original signal, then the mathematically optimal combination of magnitudes
and phases may not correspond directly to reality either. This is unfortunately something that can
occur all too easily. For example, a previous analysis iteration for the current frame might have
removed a sinusoid with an inaccurate parameter estimate, typically the result of closely spaced
sinusoids or large amounts of noise that can corrupt initial frequency, magnitude and phase estimates.
Once one sinusoid has been wrongly estimated, the residual used to detect other peaks in the same
frame on subsequent iterations will be wrong, thereby affecting all sinusoids later extracted from
that frame. As a result, it is clear that if the model is to reflect only physically possible real-
world oscillations, then in anticipation of the unavoidable errors described above, constraints on the
possible values for x must be added to maintain reasonable magnitude estimates.

3.2 Unconstrained QP

Problem (13) can equivalently be formulated as an unconstrained quadratic programming problem
(QP):

minimize
x

xTATAx− 2cTAx+ cT c (16)

MATLAB’s Optimization Toolbox5 provides a function called quadprog which can solve quadratic
programs. Using this function, the unconstrained QP (16) can be solved with the following command:

x = quadprog(2*A’*A, -2*A’*c, [], []);

I expected that this method would perform almost identically to the least-squares analytical solu-
tion above since I had yet to introduce constraints on the possible values of x. Surprisingly, the
unsconstrained QP resulted in many fewer out-of-range magnitude values, but enough instances were
present that the need for constraints was confirmed.

3.3 Constrained QP

One possible constrained version of the QP (16) is the following:

minimize
x

xTATAx− 2cTAx+ cT c

subject to l � x � u
(17)

where the vectors l and u are the lower and upper bounds on x which can be determined based
on the bit depth of the original signal. For example, if the original signal was a 16-bit wavefile,
then the magnitude of the largest representable sinusoid would be 215 = 32768. The values for
x in this case are then constrained such that −32768 � x � 32768. This constraint is a looser
constraint than would ideally be used, since from equation (15), the maximum possible value for
an element of A is, under these constraints, equal to

√
2 × 32768. However, the ideal constraint of

−32768 ≤
√
x2
k + y2

k ≤ 32768 is not possible with a QP, so the less restrictive version has to suffice.
Like the unconstrained QP above, this problem can be solved with the same quadprog function

in MATLAB simply by including upper and lower bounds on x as follows:

x = quadprog(2*A’*A, -2*A’*c, [], [], [], [], l, u);

This constrained problem succeeds in obtaining improved parameter estimates within the valid
range in the majority of cases. However, occasionally the optimization will fail to find a solution that
provides better MSE than the original parameter estimates within the allotted number of iterations.

5MATLAB Optimization Toolbox V4.1 (R2008b)
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In those cases, the program simply defaults to the original estimates, so in terms of MSE this
approach always performs at least as well as the non-optimized approach, without the unreasonable
magnitude values that resulted from the least-squares and unconstrained QP implementations.

3.4 Constrained QP with initial estimates

In addition to constraints, MATLAB’s quadprog function also allows the user to specify an initial
estimate x0 for x as follows:

x = quadprog(2*A’*A, -2*A’*c, [], [], [], [], l, u, x0);

In theory, providing reasonable initial estimates should improve both the speed of the optimization
and, in some cases, the quality of the result (since the optimal value may not be achieved within
the specified maximum number of iterations otherwise). Because of the way the iterative analysis
is performed on a frame of audio data before the optimization occurs, initial estimates are always
available for both the magnitude Ak and phase φk of each peak. If φk is assumed to be in the
range [−π, π], then these estimates can be converted into initial estimates for the vectors x and y in
equation (9) as follows:

xk =



Ak√
1 + tan2(φk + π

2 )
−π ≤ φk ≤ 0

−Ak√
1 + tan2(φk + π

2 )
otherwise

(18)

yk =



Ak tan(φk + π
2 )√

1 + tan2(φk + π
2 )

−π2 ≤ φk ≤ π
2

−Ak tan(φk + π
2 )√

1 + tan2(φk + π
2 )

otherwise

(19)

As expected, this approach does give the best results of all of the approaches so far. The
improvement between the quality of results without and those with the initial estimates is not
dramatic. However, given the anticipated reduction in computation time, this approach is appealing.

3.5 Generic Convex Problem

Finally, experiments were also performed using CVX [1] in place of MATLAB’s quadprog, both
out of curiosity and to allow experimentation with constraints beyond the ability of quadprog as
described above. In CVX, the constrained QP from section 3.3 can be solved as follows:

cvx_begin
cvx_solver sdpt3
variable x(2*K);

minimize norm(A*x - c);
subject to

x >= l;
x <= u;

cvx_end

CVX has two different underlying solvers that can be used: SeDuMi and SDPT3. Interestingly, the
SeDuMi solver performed poorly on this problem, crashing and producing various mysterious errors,
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but the SDPT3 solver performed well, so in the code above CVX is forced to use SDPT3. In general,
however, using CVX was extremely slow. I expected it to be less efficient than quadprog simply
because it would not be taking advantage of the quadratic form of the problem, but CVX/SDPT3
was several orders of magnitude slower than quadprog and as such was essentially unusable.

4 Results

The criteria for judging the success of any of the implementations described above in comparison
to the non-optimized results are complex. Computation time is clearly a factor, since ultimately
real-time performance is desired for a number of applications. This requirement eliminates the
CVX implementation from consideration, even though CVX might make it possible to introduce
more meaningful constraints than those that quadprog accepts (however, CVX could be used in the
future to experiment with other formulations that would lead to a custom implementation outside
of MATLAB). Also, because the sinusoidal model is meant to model real-world signals with realistic
estimates of actual physical oscillations, the least-squares and unconstrained quadratic program
implementations, both of which resulted in extraordinarily large magnitude estimates, must also be
considered unsuccessful.

The remaining implementations under consideration are the constrained QP and the constrained
QP with initial estimates. The use of reasonable initial estimates can make the optimization converge
more quickly, and in the event where the allowed number of optimization iterations is not enough
for the solution to completely converge, an accurate initial estimate increases the chances that
the optimal value determined will be close to the true solution. The only disadvantage of the
initial estimate approach is the extra computation time required to convert the initial magnitude
and phase estimates into the optimization coordinates using equations (18) and (19). However,
if the initial estimates are reasonable (and they generally are, especially for the magnitude), then
the computational advantage of converging more quickly to the optimal value should outweigh the
expense of these computations.

Considering all of these factors, the constrained quadratic program using initial estimates is the
superior optimization implementation, so the remainder of this section will evaluate the performance
of this approach compared to the optimization-free implementation in several interesting test cases.

4.1 Sinusoids with similar frequency

One of the scenarios in which the non-optimized sinusoidal magnitude and phase estimation performs
poorly is when the signal contains two sinusoids that are very close in frequency. When the sinusoids
are close enough in frequency that their frequency domain sidelobes overlap, it is very difficult to
accurately determine from the spectrum of the signal what the relative magnitudes and phases of
the two peaks are.

To see the effect of parameter optimization in this scenario, I performed an experiment using
test signals consisting of the sum of two sinusoids of equal magnitude separated by small frequency
differences. One sinusoid was fixed at a frequency of 100 bins6, while the frequency of the second
sinusoid was varied ranging from 96 to 104 bins. At each frequency delta, the resulting signal was
analyzed both with and without the parameter optimization. Because the test signal contained
only these two sinusoids, if the estimation performed perfectly then the residual signal would be
identically zero, meaning that its MSE would be zero.

Figure 4 shows the MSE of the residual signal after the sinusoids were estimated and extracted
both with and without the parameter optimization. From this plot, it is clear that the optimization
improves the parameter estimation, particularly when the sinusoids are within two frequency bins
of each other (except for when there is no frequency separation at all, in which case the two peaks

6 2153Hz with a sampling rate of 44.1kHz and a frame size of 2048 samples
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appear as a single peak). As would be expected, when the peaks are separated by an integer number
of bins so that both peaks lie directly on a bin, both parameter estimation approaches perform
significantly better than they do with non-integer separations. This happens because the initial
frequency estimation in the analysis process is most accurate when the frequency lies directly on a
bin, meaning that the initial magnitude and phase estimates will generally also be more accurate.
The optimization therefore has less error to compensate for in these cases. For perspective, the
absolute improvement in MSE resulting from the optimization can be seen on a linear scale in figure
5. I currently have no explanation for the asymmetry in this figure (also present in figure 4 but less
noticeable because of the dB scale), except to speculate that this would be reduced when the MSE
is averaged over a larger number of samples.

Figure 4: Residual MSE as a function of frequency separation for two peaks

Figure 5: MSE improvement from optimization as a function of frequency separation for two peaks

These results are not unique to the case where the sinusoids are isolated in the signal. As figure 6
illustrates, the optimization also provides improvement in the case where the sinusoids are embedded
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Figure 6: Residual MSE as a function of frequency separation for two peaks in white Gaussian noise

in white Gaussian noise. The experiment that generated this plot was identical to the one described
above except that a low level of white Gaussian noise was added to the sinusoids before analysis,
so that the ”correct” parameterization would not actually lead to a zero-MSE residual but would
instead produce a residual that contains the estimate of the noise portion of the signal. The MSE
(average power) of the original noise portion of the signal is shown in the figure for reference, and
it is clear that while the improvement is less than in the no-noise case, the residual MSE of the
optimized signal is still closer than the non-optimized signal to the true residual noise. The results
are also very similar when the first sinusoid is fixed at other frequencies rather than at bin 100.

4.2 Sinusoids embedded in noise

Another case where the non-optimized sinusoidal parameter estimation tends to be inaccurate is
the case of a sinusoid embedded in noise. In the presence of noise, it is common for the magnitude
estimate of a sinusoid to be slightly higher than the actual magnitude, since the analysis assumes
that all of the energy in the frequency bin closest to the high-resolution frequency comes from that
sinusoid only, when in fact some of the energy in the bin comes from noise. Similarly, the phase
estimate will be somewhat polluted by the presence of noise, depending on the phase of the noise
in this bin. When peak magnitudes are overestimated, the residual spectrum tends to have less
energy than it actually should have, particularly in the immediate neighborhood of the extracted
sinusoids. This occurs because the residual represents the noise component of the signal and some
of the noise energy is being incorrectly represented as sinusoidal energy. Errors of this nature can
introduce audible artifacts when the residual signal is itself later modeled, since what was originally
a reasonably smooth noise spectrum is now interrupted by sudden dips where sinusoids were over-
extracted. It is well-known that it is generally easier to accurately model a smooth spectrum
compared to one with sudden dips, so in reality these dips are often smoothed over to some extent
in the modeling stage. When the modeled residual is later reconstructed (after some processing
operation, for example), and added back to the modeled sinusoids, there will then be unwanted
extra noise on top of the original signal in these parts of the spectrum.

To see the effects of parameter optimization in these cases, I generated and analyzed test signals
consisting of a single sinusoid embedded in various levels of white Gaussian noise. I was skeptical
about how well the optimization could improve this particular problem because of the use of residual
MSE as the optimization criterion. The optimization should attempt to minimize the total energy
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Figure 7: Residual RMS as a function of original SNR for a peak in noise

in the residual signal, even if that means occasionally overfitting the signal as in the non-optimized
case by assigning magnitude values which are too large. However, as shown in figure 7, computing
the residual MSE averaged over an extended number of analysis frames both with and without the
optimization, and comparing with the true MSE of the noise from the original signal demonstrates
that the MSE in the optimized case is closer to that of the true noise than the MSE in the non-
optimized case, which has the lowest of the three MSE values. The difference is small compared
to the distance between both optimized and non-optimized results and the true noise MSE and it
decreases as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the original signal being analyzed increases, but it
is nonetheless present. The same experiment extended to multiple well-separated sinusoids in noise
produced very similar results.

In order to draw further conclusions about the effect of the optimization on sinusoids in noise, I
will have to improve the quality of the residual modeling part of my sinusoidal modeling software,
which currently focuses primarily on modeling of the sinusoids, but I expect that the the optimized
version will have a modest but audible improvement over the non-optimized version.

4.3 Sharp onset

Sharp onsets and attacks are particularly challenging events for sinusoidal models. For example,
figure 8(a) shows a test signal which consists of a signal sinusoid that starts exactly half-way through
an analysis frame. To create the sharp attack, a very wide range of spectral components must be
present in the signal. A sinusoidal model can only approximate this because it is restricted to a
limited number of sinusoids. In addition, the phases of all of the sinusoids must be aligned properly
or the sharpness of the attack or onset will be lost, so small errors in the phase estimation of these
sinusoids can produce large amounts of MSE. As whown in figure 8(b), with the non-optimized
analysis, the effect of these limitations is very visible in the noise in what should have been silence
preceding the attack. However, as shown in figure 8(c), the optimized analysis, using the same
sinusoid frequncies, is able to determine a combination of magnitude and phase parameters which
almost completely eliminates the noise. The MSE for the displayed region in the optimized modeled
signal compared to the original signal is approximately 5.31 × 10−6 which is more than a factor of
6 smaller than the MSE for the non-optimized modeled signal (2.26× 10−5).
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(a) Original Signal

(b) No Optimization (c) Optimization

Figure 8: Original signal with sharp onset compared to modeling with and without optimization

4.4 Chirp

One aspect of the sinusoidal model used in these experiments which has yet to be discussed is
a peak-tracking stage which attempts to identify peaks which are continuously sustained across
frame boundaries using consistency in the peak parameters of frequency, magnitude, and phase as
continuity criteria. Such tracks can then be synthesized as a single entity, and in applications such
as time-scale modification, accurate peak tracking can produce significantly better results than if
the sinusoids were all scaled independently from their neighboring frames. One test signal in which
the effect of peak tracking is particularly obvious is a chirp signal. Sinusoidal modeling is generally
poorly suited to modeling sinusoids whose frequency varies more quickly than the frame rate, and
chirp signals do exactly that. However, effective peak tracking can identify such frequency variations.
Interestingly, the version of the analysis process which optimizes peak parameters completely breaks
the peak tracking for a chirp test signal, making this the one tested signal for which the non-
optimized approach was clearly superior to the optimized approach. Probably because there is no
”correct” answer (the sinusoids are estimated and optimized assuming constant frequency across a
frame when in reality the frequency was steadily increasing), and the original analysis finds many
sinusoids in each frame in attempt to compensate for the changing frequency, the optimization finds
sometimes radically different magnitude estimates from frame to frame.

For example, as shown in figure 9, in some cases the magnitude varies by 25% or more between
neighboring frames. The peak tracking algorithm sees this difference and concludes that the second
frame must be the start of a new event since the magnitude of the peak is significantly different from
the peak in the first frame. Therefore, the peak track is terminated artificially early. While this
might sound like a serious problem, it is actually the case that for other reasons the peak tracking
is best performed with two completely separate analysis iterations. The peak parameter estimation
could easily be left out of the first iteration which identifies tracks and only applied to sinusoids
which have not been grouped as part of a track. Since in real-world signals true long tracks are rare
anyway, the chirp failure is not of significant concern.
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Figure 9: Peak magnitudes with and without optimization for chirp signal

4.5 Real-world audio recordings

In addition to the various test signals described above, I compared the effects of the optimization on
recordings of real music. While the comparison was informal and purely subjective, I did notice that
the modeled optimized peaks tended to sound slightly cleaner and smoother than the non-optimized
peaks. In addition, when looking at the waveforms of the modeled signal residuals with and without
optimization, there is a visible difference in the energy of the residual signals. In general, the residual
of the optimized version has a higher energy than the residual of the non-optimized version. This
suggests that some of the overestimation of peak magnitudes which is very common in real-world
music signals (because they tend to be noisy and have closely-spaced sinusoidal components) has
been alleviated through the optimization process. These are promising results that merit further
more formal evaluation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This project has produced very promising results and I expect that the parameter optimization will
become a permanent part of my sinusoidal modeling implementation in some form. One concern
that I have, however, is that for certain applications, such as feature extraction for machine listening,
the optimization may provide misleading results. As evidenced by the chirp test signal, the optimal
combination of magnitudes and phases from the perspective of MSE may not accurately reflect the
underlying real-world phenomemon which generated the signal in the first place. This clearly presents
a problem when two frames that have similar content are modeled with dramatically different values,
since this would prevent feature-matching algorithms from identifying a match. This could also be
a problem in audio coding applications where large changes from frame to frame are more expensive
to code than small ones. Therefore, more experimentation is needed to verify the suitability of
this parameter optimization in certain applications, but for other applications these inconsistent
magnitude values are less of a concern, and the potential improvements from having a cleaner
residual signal to work with make the optimization well worth pursuing.

I suspect, however, that to some extent these unpredictable optimization values stem from the
fact that I was unable to jointly optimize the frequencies of the sinusoids along with magnitude
and phase. Although in most cases the magnitude and phase optimization provided better results
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than the non-optimized estimation, it was unable to completely compensate for incorrect frequency
estimates, meaning that the optimization was working with imprecise data to start with. It is
interesting to note that the magnitude and phase optimization may prove to be a valuable part of
the solution to joint optimization of all three parameters. For example, there seems to be a trend
that the largest improvements in residual MSE resulting from the optimization occur when the
original frequency estimates were inaccurate. In other words, the two-parameter optimization acts
as an indicator of interesting behavior in the model. Therefore, even if there proves to be no way
to formulate the three-parameter optimization as a convex optimization problem, the reasonably
efficient two-parameter convex optimization could be performed on every frame, and in the event
that the change in MSE exceeds a certain threshold, some kind of re-analysis or less efficient, three-
parameter, non-convex optimization could be performed. With knowledge of which parts of the time
domain frame or frequency domain spectrum had the largest MSE improvements, this re-analysis
could even be tailored to be performed on a limited number of samples and possibly in a limited
frequency range to reduce unncessary computations or increase resolution. This way, the most
expensive computations are done only when it is expected that such a procedure could genuinely
improve quality.

Future work on this project should involve more rigorous and thorough testing of the performance
with and without the optimization. It would also ideally involve the implementation of some kind
of indicator-based frequency optimization as just described. In addition, it would be helpful to
develop a custom implementation of the quadratic program with constraints and initial estimates
described in section 3.4. This is ultimately an important task, because even though the current
implementation is entirely in MATLAB, the end result should be implemented in C or C++ for
efficiency and integration with various environments for real-time audio processing and analysis.
Given that reasonably good initial estimates for magnitude and phase are available as starting
points for the optimization, I expect that the two-parameter joint optimization of magnitude and
phase could be performed in real-time with successful results.
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